ABSTRACT

Cancer Rehabilitation Center for Women Cancer is a facility for women to perform rehabilitation of cancer patients both medically and non-medically, or psychologically. The purpose of this design is intended to meet the needs of cancer treatment facilities such as chemotherapy and radiotherapy which amount is not in accordance with the needs of patients in Surabaya and give patients a treatment with different atmosphere unlike in general hospitals by providing parks and interior design that looks more fun. Specificity of the object the user is women, is intended to create more comfort and privacy between patients with patients and patients with medical personnel.

The design concept of this Rehabilitation Center prioritizes patient comfort with each area is designed with colors that are tailored to the patient's psychological and using the elements of water and plants so that patients feel close to nature, and also the width of openings in each room provide maximum natural light. Concept to maintain the privacy of the patient is also applied to an object, such as providing a wide range of group seating in the waiting room to the provision of private chemotherapy rooms.

Cancer Rehabilitation Center for Women is expected to support the Oncology Hospital which located not far from the building, as well as a number of other hospital patients already over-capacity and in need of rehabilitation facilities for additional cancers.